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Keep Scotland Beautiful is the independent charity which
campaigns, acts and educates on a range of local, national
and global environmental issues which affect people’s
quality of life. It is committed to making Scotland clean and
green, today and tomorrow.
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“<Beautiful Scotland> and It’s Your Neighbourhood truly capture
the enormous power of volunteers, people who are totally
committed to their community giving their time generously and
selflessly and often bringing about a life-changing and farreaching transformation of their local area.”

INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
This report describes the findings of a review of It’s Your Neighbourhood, a
Keep Scotland Beautiful campaign. In 2012 it involved volunteers from 105
community groups, from 17 of the 32 Scottish local authorities working to
clean and green up their local communities. The campaign, which is yearround, rewards groups not just for their gardening achievement but also for
environmental improvements and, very importantly, for encouraging members
of the community to become involved.
The It's Your Neighbourhood campaign presents an ideal opportunity for
volunteer-led community groups interested in cleaning and greening up their
local area, whether that is the street where they live, a derelict space on their
estate or the grounds around the local community centre. It is an inclusive
non-competitive scheme which is about bringing members of the community
together to make a positive change to the place they live, work or spend their
leisure time.
THE
IMPORTANCE
OF
IMPROVING
LOCAL ENVIRONMENTS
The quality of local environments can be
affected by a number of factors including
litter, flytipping, nuisance and abandoned
vehicles, graffiti and dog fouling. These are
often associated with a lack of respect for
communities and the environment generally.
In addition to the environmental impact
research indicates that these “incivilities”
adversely affect communities and the wellbeing of the people who live in them (Wallace
and White 2012).

These benefits are also consistent with the
Scottish Government’s strategic objectives,
Safer and Stronger, and Greener, as well as
its overall purpose of increasing sustainable
economic growth (Scottish Government
2012).
It’s Your Neighbourhood is therefore an ideal
vehicle through which these “incivilities” can
be addressed, empowering communities
across Scotland to be clean and green for
today and tomorrow.
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A recent Carnegie UK Trust report evidenced
that community-led projects can significantly
reduce
these
incivilities
leading
to
environmental, economic, social and health
benefits for those involved and those living
within these areas.

In its 2011 Impact Report the RHS found that
participation in the It’s Your Neighbourhood
campaign could lead to improved local
environmental through reducing crime,
helping local businesses, creating investment
and employment and addressing social needs
such as training the long-term unemployed.
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PROFILE OF VOLUNTEERS AND ACTIVITIES
WHERE PEOPLE VOLUNTEER
In 2012, 105 groups took part in It’s Your Neighbourhood. Figure 1 shows the percentage of
groups from each local authority – 17 of the 32 local authorities were represented in 2012.
Figure 1
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Glasgow, Dundee, North Lanarkshire and Fife Councils provide officer support to promote the
campaign and mentor groups. It is evident from Figure 1 that this is leading to a high uptake of
groups entering the It’s Your Neighbourhood campaign. There is an obvious opportunity for Keep
Scotland Beautiful to engage with groups in local authority areas where participation is not
currently high and Keep Scotland Beautiful will write to all local authorities to encourage entries,
and to congratulate them for support of current groups where relevant.
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Using Audit Scotland’s Authorities Grouping criteria (based on population density and dispersion),
Figure 2 on the following page shows where the groups are located.
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Location of groups

Figure 2
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Figure 2 shows that almost all of the groups which entered in 2012 are from an urban and mixed
(rural / urban) location. Moving forward, there is an opportunity for Keep Scotland Beautiful to
focus on encouraging more groups from rural areas to engage with the campaign.
Using the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation Decile (SIMD) (2009), Figure three shows how the
groups rank (a decile of 1 = most deprived, a decile of 10 = the least deprived).

Groups and SIMD
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Figure 3 shows that the majority of groups in 2012 are from the most deprived areas of Scotland.
The Scottish Household Survey found that local environmental quality declined as levels of
deprivation increased (Scottish Government 2012b), thus people may feel more motivated to take
part.
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THE TIME VOLUNTEERS GIVE
The Keep Scotland Beautiful evaluation survey of It’s Your Neighbourhood groups found that the
average number of volunteers hours spent per year by a group was 886 hours. The range of hours
per group varied from 60 to 9,216 per year. For the 105 groups in 2012, this equates to a total of
93,030 volunteer hours.
In addition, volunteer assessors have been estimated to contribute at least 700 hours of time.
Using information on the economic value of volunteering from Volunteer Development Scotland,
the economic value of the volunteer hours to It’s Your Neighbourhood in 2012 is calculated at over
£1.2 million (Volunteer Development Scotland 2010).
WHY PEOPLE VOLUNTEER
Keep Scotland Beautiful surveyed the groups to find out what motivates people to take part.
Responses included:
“Always interested in how we seem to be doing to others – an important part of self-evaluation.
Gets us to evaluate what we've achieved. We share the criteria and values of the programme community involvement, sustainability, enjoying nature - so naturally interested in how we are
perceived in relation to that.” David Hughes, Thornlie Primary School.
“We get support, it also helps us recognise that we have actually achieved quite a lot! It will also
give us some more 'gravitas' (perhaps when we try to apply for grants etc)”. Wendy Gibson,
Slopefield Allotment Association.
“To try and get community involvement and pride especially with the school children so that it may
help to reduce vandalism of our efforts.” Michele McPartlin, Cove in Bloom
“I think it is the challenge and exploration of new possibilities. It's surprising what a group of
motivated people can do.” Catherine Lawson, Castlehill Gardeners.
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“To help our children participate in all areas of gardening and to learn about growing plants,
vegetables etc.” Cathy Thomson, Toryglen After School Service Ltd.
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When asked why they volunteer as an assessor for It’s Your Neighbourhood, replies included:
“I got involved as an assessor because when I was judging in the Beautiful Fife campaign I was so
delighted and pleased to see the overwhelming effect “It’s your Neighbourhood” had on two areas
in Glenrothes and the subsequent knock-on effect to other neighbourhoods in the town. It was
wonderful and I wanted to encourage other neighbourhoods to do the same and improve the
quality of living for their areas. I think it is a scheme which all local authorities should support and
encourage. I’m a believer!!!” Win Brown, St Monans
“I humbly hope, from a relatively long background of assessment experience, that I can offer
project drivers advice and direction on how they can develop their schemes. This could be through
making practical suggestions, pointing them at other agencies and organisations that might be
able to help them or advice on how to source funding or in-kind support. Selfishly it’s wonderful to
be able to witness at first hand the sort of voluntary contributions people make to the enhancement
of their local environments and, in particular, to witness the passion and drive of key people in
making things happen and often prevailing over difficult odds.” Jim Finnie, Perth
“For many years we have been keen on seeing a tidy clean countryside (including villages and
towns) and feel that this is one way we can support communities that feel the same way, and want
to improve their environment. We also get enjoyment out of meeting like-minded people and
seeing what they are doing and in some cases getting new ideas or a different slant on things from
them. Over the years, although we like to see a tidy clean environment, we have found that there
is often little support from within the local community for this and we feel that this is one way of
supporting and encouraging like-minded people or groups.” Valerie & David McGhee, Low
Valleyfield.
SUPPORT FROM LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Keep Scotland Beautiful has established partnerships with many local authorities in Scotland
through the It’s Your Neighbourhood campaign. When asked why they support the campaign, the
following local authorities said:
Keith Jackson, Parks and Communities Events Officer at Fife Council: “Participation in It’s Your
Neighbourhood leads to positive press coverage and makes these places better communities to
live, work and visit, which in turn helps Fife Council in its effort to become the leading green
council. There is no doubt that this sort of community activity can help reduce anti-social behaviour
and greatly enhance the civic pride of the residents, as well as being a healthy and social activity.”
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Brenda Carcary, Environment Development Assistant at Dundee City Council said: “We support
the IYN initiative as we see value in working in partnership with community groups in cleaning up
their local environment and collectively the whole city. It also helps to attract external funding to
take the projects forward… The council also organises a mini bus and driver each year to take the
groups to the IYN Seminar at no cost to the groups.”
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A CAMPAIGN IN NUMBERS

105

24

3

groups from across
Scotland involved

groups presented with
Outstanding certificates

groups presented with
Participating Certificates

30

42

highly experienced
volunteer assessors

groups presented with
Thriving certificates

93,030

26

volunteer hours worked
by groups

groups presented with
Developing certificates

700

8

volunteer hours donated
by assessors

groups presented with
Improving certificates

210

2

delegates from across
Scotland attended
Annual Seminar

groups presented with
Establishing certificates

15
tenants & residents
groups

13
schools and nursery
groups

20
allotment groups

52
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press releases issued
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Chapelhall Allotment
Association
Eight new sheds made from
recycled timber

Cove in Bloom
Guess the weight of the
vegetables fundraiser

Abingdon & Crawfordjohn
Primary Schools
32 pupils create a wildflower
meadow

The Concrete Garden
Won Climate Challenge
Funding & host seasonal
events: a festival of Light,
‘piece & play’ in the
summer, swap shops and
cookery sessions

Carbrain & Hillcrest
Community Council,
Pride in Carbrain
Hundreds of school children
design anti-dog fouling
posters

Bielside Community
Woodland Garden
100% effort turning
overgrown wasteland into a
thriving woodland garden

The Wee Green Project
Three generations working
together in all weathers
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St Monan’s in Bloom
Myriad of colourful welly
planters brighten up harbour
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IMPACT AND LEGACY
Experience to date indicates that It’s Your Neighbourhood contributes to short and long-term
environmental, economic, social and health benefits.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Groups achieve environmental benefits through planting, clean-ups and maintenance. This is
being done by encouraging horticulture, from hanging baskets to community allotments;
introducing environmentally conscious practices such as composting, recycling and biodiversity
projects; and promoting an interest in the environment.
Habitat creation is an area of work on which many groups
concentrate. In 2012, the RHS provided free wildflower seeds to all
groups, helping them turn derelict,
un-loved areas into rich habitats for
flora and fauna, benefiting the local
ecology as well as improving the
quality of the environment for the
human population.
In addition, many groups participate in Keep Scotland
Beautiful’s annual National Spring Clean, engaging with a wide
cross section of the community and improving their surroundings.
Your Space take part in the campaign because it “recognises the work the community groups have
put into transforming derelict land”.
DiGGers take part in the campaign to “get recognition for creating a school garden.”
ECONOMIC BENEFITS
The campaign encourages inward investment by making areas better places to be, so locals stay
and visitors are attracted to spend time there, bringing more customers and revenue to local
businesses, and potentially more tourists to an area. It can help volunteers develop a wide range
of skills and help those at risk of social exclusion back into the labour market, and can enable local
authorities to free up funds to further invest in and develop an area.

For example, The Clean Green Team was a group of 10 local Czech and Slovak Roma who
completed a 12 week programme of street cleaning, refuse uplift and tree planting and gardening
in Govanhill in Glasgow. The project was co-ordinated by Govanhill Development Trust. The Clean
Green Team were members of Romano Lav (Roma Voice) which aims to improve the quality of life
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SOCIAL BENEFITS
The campaign can build a sense of community by providing a common goal, creating opportunities
for increasing understanding and encouraging neighbourliness; encourage individuals to invest in
their neighbourhood, contributing to its development by volunteering; reduce crime and anti-social
behaviour by fostering a greater respect for and sense of ownership of local spaces.

of local Czech and Slovak Roma community members, to raise awareness of Roma culture and
support the integration of the local Czech and Slovak Roma into the community.
Thornhill Court take part in the campaign to “motivate tenants within our Sheltered Housing and
give them a sense of achievement.”
Castlehill Gardeners take part “because of the feeling of community coming together to improve
their area. Different people bring different gifts to add to the pot, and working for a common aim
makes the whole experience rewarding and fun.”
HEALTH BENEFITS
Participants and their communities can experience a series of boosts to health and wellbeing by
taking part, from growing fruit and vegetables, and by creating a safe, pleasant space to exercise.
For example, at Thornhill Court – a ‘housing with care’ development
- the health and well-being of all tenants and day care users has
been enhanced by the garden project. From working in it, to
enjoying the abundance of opportunity it presents for gentle
exercise or relaxing in the sun and interacting with neighbours or
taking in the various sounds and smells if their sight is impaired.
Being part of It’s Your Neighbourhood has provided a focus and
direction for many of the older people which in turn has provided
stimulation, motivation and a sense of achievement as well as
beautiful surroundings to enjoy.
Another example, the Healthy Happy Communities Allotment, was initiated through the NHS under
5 nutrition scheme. The project leader wished to go further than just talk about and show how to
prepare nutritious food. To this end she established a demonstration plot on the existing allotment
site to show how to grow vegetables. The scheme is in its second season and is engaging with
local people who volunteer to look after and grow vegetables which are then made available to
various local organisations.

LEGACY
Groups taking part in It’s Your Neighbourhood are encouraged to build long-term capacity, rather
than a ‘quick fix’. 54 groups have been in the campaign for two years or more, with 15 of these
groups having been in the campaign for four or more years. Also, since 2007, 15 It’s Your
Neighbourhood groups have moved on to compete in Keep Scotland Beautiful’s Beautiful Scotland
campaign and four more have been invited to for 2013. For example, Cove in Bloom entered the
campaign in 2008 and was awarded the second level of achievement. Since then they have
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Michael O’Neill from The Faifley Community Allotment Scoiety takes part “to grow my own food, to
engage schools and other groups, and also to produce gardeners of the future.” He also said it
“helps the community by giving young people and adults a social space to exercise or relax and
also to learn about nature.”

steadily progressed until 2012 when they achieved the top level. The group is now among the four
being invited to compete in Beautiful Scotland.

POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH
Evidence from 2012 indicates that It’s Your Neighbourhood has brought benefits and is beginning
to demonstrate lasting impact in Scotland. There is potential for the campaign to achieve more
through further growth in group numbers, greater support and mentoring of groups, and by raising
awareness of the benefits of participating. This section describes how Keep Scotland Beautiful
could achieve that.
COMMUNITIES TAKING MORE RESPONSIBILITY
The successes of the campaign over the years, shows communities currently not engaged what
can be achieved through the campaign. With the ever pressing local authority cuts, now more than
ever is an ideal opportunity for the It’s Your Neighbourhood campaign to grow to ensure local
environmental quality doesn’t decrease as budgets do.
NEW GROUP POTENTIAL
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the areas where Keep Scotland Beautiful could target its resources to
bring new groups into the campaign – through working more closely with those local authorities
with low or no current participation; and holding awareness raising events in rural and more
affluent areas to engage directly with potential groups.
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Keep Scotland Beautiful’s new year round mass engagement campaign, Clean Up Scotland, will
be used to encourage participation in It’s Your Neighbourhood as the recognition and celebration
element of cleaning up communities.
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CONCLUSIONS
In 2012, It’s Your Neighbourhood:
• stimulated improvements in environmental quality in 105 localities across Scotland;
• involved an estimated 93,030 volunteers hours from groups, as well as over 700 dedicated
volunteer hours given by the It’s Your Neighbourhood assessors;
• encouraged communities to take positive action to clean and green up, for today and tomorrow.
This is expected to have brought associated economic, environmental, social and health
benefits, many of which will be long-term.
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Moving forward to 2013 and beyond:
• there is scope to target particular sectors which are currently under-represented, for example
non-participating local authorities, rural areas, and areas with a lower level of deprivation;
• there is an opportunity, through adopting a mentorship programme, for groups new to the
campaign to grow and develop over the years, and to attract groups who participate in Clean Up
events to move up to It’s Your Neighbourhood;
• It’s Your Neighbourhood needs to identify and secure long-term, stable funding to ensure it
continues to allow communities to take responsibility for ensuring their area is clean and green
for today and tomorrow.
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